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Ghapter Three
EROM THE SEINE TO THE UAAS

73.

The sources of information available to ate for

the preparation of this chapter were so inadequate that numerous
inaccuracies, and even gaps, could not be avoided.

I. Operations in the Seine Basin
74* On 21 Aug 44, while the remnants of 353 Inf Biv
(including Kfgr Heinz and Gren Hgt 9$4) were assembling in tile
lies Easarts Terec area, five km east of Le Sap, orders came to move
to the Bernay Le Neubourg area during the night of Zl/22 Aug 44.
Stragglers were still arriving and the units had not been completely
reorganized} but it was already easy to see that it would be impos
sible to form a strong unit, for, apart from men, we lacked heavy
weapons. The number of soldiers assembled by the evening of 21 Aug 44
was so small that there was space enough for them in the few Division
motor vehicles.

If this had not been the case, we should not have

been able to cover the long distance, on^foot, during one night
particularly since the troops had not had any rest for a very long
time. As far as I am able to recall, 01.vis ion was quartered in the
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area around Bcardenville-la-Cajaipagne, six. km southwest of Le Heubourg.
Here the very tired troops continued their reorganization during
(See App 1.)

22 - 23 Aug 44.
75.

During $he night of 23/24 Aug 44, Division once more

transported in motor vehicles moved to the area around fostes (sev«n
kffi southeast of Elbeuf). Its mission was to reconnoiter and prepare
on 24 Aug 44 for the Seine crossing to take place that night. After
a conference with headquarters at Elbeuf, JEvision was assigned the
ferries in the sector east of Lery.
76.

(See App 2.)

3be crossing was begun with individual boats and

small detachments, while it was Still daylight, fhe situation com
pelled us to do so, as the eneagr, advancing from the west and south,
reached Venon (12 km southwest of Tostes) and Heudebouville (12 km
southeast of Tostes) during the afternoon of 24 Aug 44

Consequently,

there was the danger that El vision might be cut off from the crossing
sites.

Despite th fact that we crossed the river by daylight,

there nere very few attacks of enemy filter-bombers on ferrying
sites and approach roads. I crossed the Seine four times on 24 Aug 44
and experienced only one fighter-bomber attack. In the sector east
of lery the eneaay succeeded only once in stopping the ferry traffic,
for a short time.

Total damage was slight. The enemy succeeded

neither in destroying the railroad bridge at Le Manoir (15 km east
of Elbeuf) nor itt hampering the traffic over it. Pedestrians and
light vehicles used it for their crossing. Because of the through
traffic (as shown in App 2), lory was likewise a fine target for
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enemy planes; but the village me not attacked.
Division suffered no losses during its crossing of the
Seine. Great damage might have been done, particularly because
another enemy of the Wehrmacht, the S3, made our crossing of the
river more difficult. On a ferry used by S3 troops, it happened
that S3 soldiers shouted to members of the Heer, »X6u of the 20
July can stay where you are." An officer reported this to «e.

The

men to whom, this was ahouted felt, however, like a Swiss when
somebody characterizes him as a "William Tell."
77. As far as I am able to recall, after having crossed
the river, Division was quartered in the area of La RemoudiereGrationville (about 15 km east of Rouen). However, it had only a
short rest there. On 25 Aug 44, it was transferred to the Bremont
area (about 17 km northwest of Aumale).
arrived there on 26 Aug 44.
78.

The last Division elements

(See App 3-)

During these successive movements it was almost

impossible to think of a systematic reorganization of the units.
During his stay at the Army command post at lyone-la-Foret, the
Division Commander had been informed on 24 Aug 44 by Seventh Army
that it was planned to move Division to a place behind the Some,
for the purpose of giving the badly-mauled troops from the pocket
of F&laise time to rest. Therefore, the periods between moves were
principally used for rest.
79. However, the expected orders for the movement behind
the Sonne did not arrive on 27 Aug 44; instead, we received the
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tnformation that Division, without having received replacements, had
been subordinated to Fifth Pa Army for action. Ihe Division Goosander
was ordered to report to that Army. 3his order for a reemployment
was a disappointment. The Division had been employed continuously
for two months; in the entire Army area, no other division had been
in action for such a long time. Its combat strength was low about
500 infantrymen and engineers and three howitzers that is to say,
about the strength of a battalion in normal times.

Ihe whole

divisional apparatus would have been of use only if replacements had
been granted, but they were not. The result could not possibly be
very successful.
30. Moreover, Division now had to leave Seventh Army, to
which it had belonged since its initial organization, and go to Fifth
P,z Array, which at that time was commanded by the notorious SS officer,
Sepp Dietrich. Ihe war had often compelled the Division Commander
to deviate from hie principle of shunning the SS like a plague.
However, on 27 Aug 44 he went to (fifth Pz) Army with an uneasy
feeling* Sepp Dietrich was not present at his command post at Rouen,
and so this tine the Division Commander was spared a meeting with an
$S spoilsman. At first, the chief of staff of Fifth Pz Army bluntly
refused to accept 353 Inf Div from Seventh Army. In hia opinion its
combat strength was too small. At last, however, EL vision was sub
ordinated to LXXIV Jnf Corps, which controlled the sector along the
Seine upstream from Elbeuf. the Division Commander went to thir
Corps.

(I no longer recall the location of its command post.)
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81. The Commander and Chief of Staff of LSXI? *nf Corps
were deeply discouraged by the over-all and the speciax
They finally decided to accept the Division despite its
and to send it in along the Seine in the Pitres Lea Andelys sector,
in order to relieve an SS unit, the relief vras to take place during
the night of 27/28 Aug 44. The Division Commander could only report
that it was impossible to take over the sector owing to the great
distance* (more than 80 km as the crow flies), and that aotorized
transport columns could not be made available on so short a notice;
consequently, the relief could take place, at best, during the fol
lowing night (Ed; 28/29 Aug 44). In the meantime it was growing dark.
It was impossible to organize transportation for the night of 27/28
Aug 44, because there was no telephone coBpnunication for the trans
mission of preliminary orders. Whether it would be possible to carry
out the movement on 23 Aug 44 during daylight hours would depend
on enengr air activity, which for SOBS time had been of variable
intensity.
Late in the night the Division Commander returned to
Bremont. Measures were taken at once for the transportation of the
troops to the Seine. The necessary orders hairing been issued, the
staffs of Division were sent ahead to facilitate reconnaissance.
82. On the morning of 28 Aug 44, Division Headquarters
arrived at its new cojamand post. As far as 1 remember, it was
situated at Le Bas Routieux, 14 km northeast of lyons-la-Foret. The

LS

Diviaion Coaaander could not establish personal contact with the SS
unit on the Seine because he had to report to LXXXI laf Corps, to
which 01 vision had been transferred in the meantime. I no longer
recall the location of the comaand post of this Corps. Gen Pa
Kuntten, eoasatading LXXXI Inf Corps, confirmed the orders given
by LSXIV |af Corps, that fiiviaion. relieve the oS unit on the Seine.
He added that he would take over the coiuaand of the sector at 0600
en -29 Aug 4^

23ie IXQCZ Inf Corps folly realized the difficulties

of Division -3vKh as its low strength and correspondingly poor
fighting quality, difficultiee in Arriving on tia0j and so on.
33. Tha Division Coasoander did not return to Ls iias
Bcutieus until earl^ in the evening, becauee his car was set on fir*
by enaasy fighter-boiabers. The passengers were not wounded.

In the

meantime our liaison officer had returned from the 33 unit. Be
reported that the SS had declared they would march off at 2200,
even if relief should not have arrived by that time.

l&ey had

orders to move to the Reims area for rehabilitation, and apparently >
they felt a craving for the ohaatpagce stores of that town. It
must be admitted, however, that aaoag these stores one has an easier
feeling than when facing the «nea$r along the Seine.
The LS was originally orgailized for political fighting in
halls and streets, and from the beginning its members were accustomed
to leave the "battlefield" whenever they so desir«xi.

They had already

demonstrated that they were eapabl* of this, on 20 Aug 44, on the Vie,
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The SS was a state within the state and could allow itself everything
from deceit and impressment of new members, to the abandonment of
positions facing the enemy. As a matter of fact, the S3 left their
positions in the evening of 28 Aug 44, and when Division arrived,
it found Americans in the Seine bend Ande Muids.

(On 29 Aug 44>

Division held the positions shown in App 4.)
04.

The Seine could no longer be considered an obstacle,

for it was inadequately defended and had already been crossed at the
Seine bend. On 29 Aug 44 the enemy made several penetrations into
the Division sector and the sectors of adjacent units. The LXXII
Inf Corps, therefore, ordered a withdrawal of the front during the
night of 29/30 Aug 44, to the sector of the Fouillebroe and Andelle
Rivers.

(See App 4.)
85. On the morning of 30 Aug 44, the front ran along tha

line. However, on that day the deep British-American penetrations
from the south, from the Pontoise area and also near,Rouen, eompellei
LXXXI Inf Corps to withdraw the front line to the northeast several
times. Despite these withdrawals, the enemy overtook us repeatedly,
made a surprise thrust into the middle of our small artillery group,
and reached the command post of Gren Rgt 941 (Obst Sennits). %
this thrust into the Division rear, almost all the infantry and two
of the three howitzers of AE 353 fell into enemy hands. A small
Kampfgruppe of Pues Btl 353 was able to fight its way to the north,
and there another division snatched it up. Not until two or three
weeks later did any elements of this Kampfgruppe return to Division.
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fhe battle in the Seine area the fourth great defeat in which 353
Jnf Div had been involved thus ended 6n 30 Aug 44, and by the
evening of that day Qtvision had no striking power left.
86. Oaring the night of 30/31 Aug 44, the Division remnants
were collected I believe, at Crevecoeur. A Kampfgruppe was formed,
under the comand of Obst Schmitz, commander of Gren Rgt 941. It
consisted of the following:
About 30 infantrymen and engineers (we laid hands on
a few stragglers of other branches),
about 20 men of Division Musikkorps (band),
about 10-12 men of the Feldgendannerie (military
police),
about 40 men of Hachr Abt 353 (353 Sig Bn), and
one howlteer (105iaa) and its crew of AR 353.
The Nachachubtruppen (supply services,troops) had been withdrawn in
time and many of them were therefore in safety. No striking power
could be taken from them; they had been combed out so often that the
personnel left were hardly sufficient for their own movements. In
this situation we could not expect replacements from Germany, and
Division had to fulfill its tasks with the forces mentioned above.
A report was submitted to LXXXI Inf Corps, with the request that
the Division missions conform to its strength and condition.
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II. The Battle of the Somne
87.

During the next few days the following measures,

prescribed by the Division Commander, were taken:
The main roads in the Division sector ware blocked
with improvised ©obstacles, for the nines and demolition charges
which would have permitted really effective blocking were not avail
able; the obstacles themselves were very weakly protected. These
defensive installations were intended to shield hilltop and tower
observation posts in the immediate vicinity of the obstacles. Bicycle
and motorcycle reconnaissance patrols were sent out in front of the
security line. In the field of signal communications, the few radio
circuits which we had were supplemented by signal lamps and signal
flags.
This system continuously gave Division such a good N picture of the
enemy that it was always possible, when the enemy approached^ to
withdraw our line of security in tine, for it was not capable of
offering resistance. The line to which the various elements were
to retire was always established early enough so that each observa
tion post and each security detachment knew where to go when the
prearranged signal was given. Enough motor vehicles were available
to permit Division to withdraw its reduced strength over the dis
tances and with the speed made necessary by the rapid advances of
Allied tanks. Such withdrawals often took place.several times on the
same day. Our few vehicles were dispersed over a wide sector, and
thus it was easy for them to avoid being attacked by enemy fighter-
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bombers. As a matter of fact, we did not suffer any losses from
fighter-bomber activity.
88. The general supply situation during this period was
very favorable. The troops passed numerous depots which were being
closed out or destroyed, and from these they obtained an adequate
amount of supplies every day.

The excellent food rations and the

absence of enemy activity helped the troops to bear up under the
depressing over-all situation.
39.

Organized as described above, Division arrived on

the Soraae on 31 Aug 44. As ordered by UOXI Inf Corps, the movement
there had started early in the morning of this day.

Division ccnoand

post was first transferred to Kericourt-sur-Soaae (11 km south of
Albert), from where the occupation of the sector Bray-sur-Soanie(exel)
«~-Uem (incl) was organized.

Uhen all elements had reached the northern

bank of the Soasae, Division cosaaand post was transferred to Jiontauban,
nine ka east of Albert.

(See App 5»)

90. We did not see anything of the divisions stationed
behind the SOOTBB for reorganization. This was easily understandable,
however, considering the few daye which had passed since Falaise.
It was no wonder that 353 2nf £Hv was assigned the mission mentioned
above.

The IXX2I Inf Corps understood, as always, the condition of

the Division, bat Corps was itself in a difficult position.

The

British were pushing into the area contemplated for the reorganization;
consequently, the Souse could no longer be defended.

In the afternoon
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of 31 Aug Uk t Division learned that eneny tanks were in Amiens and
the security detachments In nearby Bray-sur-soarae informed us that
British tanks had already appeared just west of this village. The
British-US penetration seemed to have widened considerably.

LXXXI

Inf Corps, therefore, ordered a sweeping withdrawal to the sector
west and southwest of Denain, nine km south of Valenciennes.

(Division

command post was to move to Denain.)
V7ith this withdrawal we were near the French-Belgian border,
and Northern France had to be considered lost.

This was the result

of the fifth great defeat the Battle of the Somme in which 353
Inf Oiv had been involved, although in this action the Division did
not take an active part.

III.

(See App 6.)

The Withdrawal Through Belgium
91.

Ifae result of the Allied thrust across the Some was

that enemy tank spearheads approached the security line of the
Division on 1 Sep H, and LXXXI Inf Corps had to order a continua
tion of the withdrawal to the northeast, for the night of 1/2 Sep al»4.
When we passed through the Valenciennes area during hours of darkness,
special security measures had to be taken against the French resistance
movement, because, during the preceding days, they had attacked our
troops.

The movements of Division were carried out unhampered, but

on the following day, a reconnaissance patrol of officers did not return
from this area* We could not determine whether it had been attacked
by the French or had fallen Into the hands of the Americans or British.

-42On 2 Sep 44, the Division coiaaand post rats at Chateau Odome, nine km
nortn of Valenciennes.

(See App 7.)

92. The continuous advance of Allied tanks compelled
LXXXI Inf Corps to withdraw the front lines several times during
this day (2 Sep 44). The crossing near Vieux Conde was undisturbed
by enemy airplanes. We retired, step by step, through the Gramtkont
area to the area northwest of Brussels. The Division comsand post
was located at Beyghem, eight km north of Brussels.

(See App 8.)

In Belgium, the population offered resistance by placing nails and
other pointed objects on the roads, causing many flat tires, but
there was no armed resistance. During 3 Sep 44, a British threat
from the north was felt, and during the night we had to continue
our retreat. The crossing near Vilvorde was accomplished without
disturbance.
93. Because an encounter was sure to cease and because
353 Inf Biv no longer had any striking power, LXXXI Inf Corps re
lieved the remnants of the Division. It was transferred to Holland.
On 4 Sep 44, it was in the area south of Eindhoven, probably Valkenswaard;
and on 5 Sep 44, east of the valley of De Peel (between Helmond and
Venlo). In Holland the roads were crowded with columns and individual
vehicles on their way to the east. The civilian population stood in
large numbers along the roads, watching the retreat of the German
troops.
94. On 5 Sep 44 orders came from UOCXI Inf Corps (which
in the Meantime had shifted to Seventh Army) to take over a sector
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west of Hasselt on 6 Sep 44. $e had great difficulty in procuring
the necessary amount of motor fuel. After an orientation with LXXXI
Inf Corps and the unit on our right, Wehrmaeht District Command
Belgium (Uehraachtsbefehlshaber Belgien, Oruf Jungclaus), Division
took over the sector on 6 Sep 44, as shown in App 9*
95* Weak security detachments located here mostly unite
consisting of stragglers were attached to Division.

For the first

time after the battle of Falaise, we had a fairly coherent front
line, although it was weakly held. Despite this, the increasing
pressure of the enemy and some penetrations compelled teqy to with
draw the front line in the north behind the Albert Canal. In ac
cordance with this movement, Division retired to a position south
of the Canal (App 10), and was there on the morning of 7 Sep 44.

A

Kampfgruppe of about 200 men, under the command of Uaj Riedel, was
brought up and attached to Division. The strength of Division was
somewhat increased by stragglers from other units.

During the day,

enemy tanks pushed through Diestj some managed to go aloost as far as
Hasselt. However, we held the front line.
On the afternoon of ? Sep 44, Division was informed that
it would be withdrawn and assigned a new mission. Units not be
longing to the Division were to remain in the sector and be attached
to another unit.

It is not known what unit ©took over the sector,

but presumab3y it was 275 Inf Division.

During the night of 7/6 Sep

44, the small Division moved to a village between Tongres and Maastricht.
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App lj

353 Inf Dlv: Situation: Afternoon 8 Sep 44
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353 Inf BIT: Disposition of Units: 10 Sep 44
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353 Inf Dlv: Disposition of Unfit: 13-14 Sep 44
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